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1 .When and Why did you decide to become an art ist  cons ider ing the fact that you are graduated 

in l i terature and cultura l  studies? 

When I studied in cultural studies in the State University of Jember, East Java Provinci of  Indonesia (1992), 

Theoretically, I learned a lot about history of art and culture especially in esthetics and semiotics. I was interesting with 

those studies. One year later, I  

went into a member of art studio named University Student Fine Art Studio (UKM Kesenian), I chose painting and 

traditional music. Day by day, I spent my time to learned and technical practiced and also discussed about fine arts and 

possibly in creation aspects together with another member in studio. 

Seven years passed, I became more involved and more concerned on technical learning in fine arts rather than 

involved with books and dictates of literature and history studies. Even so, I finally finished my bachelor degree in 2000. 

After graduated from school, I had a lot of many time and chances to improve my skill in arts and I decided to be a 

professional artist. I started executing/bombing my ideas in the walls of my campus school, then I with my community 

graffiti artist did guerella  in the streets of big city like Surabaya, Bandung and Jakarta, and I also had been involved in 

serious event such as Biennale and the annual big art festivals around the cities in Indonesia. 

 

2 .Why someone ca l ls  you "the Asian Banksy? Do you l ike th is  tag? 

I don’t know and I’m not worry of what they call me like Banksy or Blek Le Rat or Shepard Fairy from Asia, perhaps 

people see it as a similar technique and tendency stencil of single layer that they often used. However I feel it as 

essentially and technically different. My works are reconstructed from element of small stencils for a big composition in 

one work. Whereas, Banksy and friend’s works are more tend to use a big form stencil for one work.  

In short, my one work can be consisting of small stencils hundreds or more but they have one stencil in one work. 

 

3 .Which are the themes of the artworks you present at Pr imo Marel la Gal lery for your f i rst  so lo 

exhib it ion in Europe? 

Theme of this exhibition is Consumer-oriented world, mean as worship commercial idol, you can see my works 

represent that through popular culture icons, brands, figure and other symbols which is can be recognized by people in 

the world. Nowadays, it is impossible for us to escape from a hegemony of global capitalism that is revolutionary 

changed how the way people related to others and may be the way of people related to their God. I would not like to 

say it vulgary as against capitalism and not to propose people to do with it, but I would like to represent and to 

emphasize about a condition where we are live today and what are we will do.  

Facts in my visual works is clearly can  be seen that there is an existention sacrifice of us as humankind with mechanism 

of industry _the cult of capitalism_that manifests in goods of mass product which have encircled us whenever and 



wherever with many kinds of sensational names and attracting brand. This is a matter of actual world that suppose to 

require each individuals to do with it. 

 

4 .You come from the street art .  Which are the di f ferences between you and the European street 

art ist ?  

In my opinion, there is no significant differentiation between I or others street artist of Asia with European street artist 

because from some events and street art festivals that involve some artists from Asia, Europe, US and Latin America 

there is almost reach technical aspects and visual works are more or less is equal, only in unique of works aspect on 

each artist having a different approach. If there is something different, probably it’s more in small elements or kind of 

addition texts in language or local icon. Furthermore, in this internet era, sometimes it’s too easy for artist to 

copy/paste another artist’s works so his works can be anomalous and cannot be known anymore where this artist was 

come from. 

 

5 .  In your p ieces you put West brands as pop icon, Why you choose to work with that brands? 

There is no ideological reason about that matter. I put the icon and brands from Western because it is a global icon 

which is can be known by people wherever they live or come from. To build a purpose representation, of course I 

need to construct it in universal language that people can understand it. 

 

6 .You started your street art act iv i ty in 2000. What has changed after 12 years?  

After I worked for 12 years as an artist and street arts activist, the most factual changing is that I used to make street 

art work and spent my own money even I have to involved with police for accused in causing a wreck in public space, 

but now if I allowed, I want to make work in building wall or street if they paid me..hahhaha…it is also parallel now 

that people wants to buy and  collect my stencil work on canvas. For sure in next time I would like to be a full artist 

that is not merely work with stencil, may be work with 3D installation, video or performance art 

 

 

7 .Why is  the stenci l  art so appreciate from the young generat ion? 

Stencil art, especially which uses spraycan is more than media for making a work of art, such as oil paint, acrylic, 

charcoal, etc. but this media is kind of language that owns freedom aspects and explosions, particularly for youth. 

Stencils art is also reputed by artist and young people as representation of early thing they called “Establishment”. 

 

8 .What d id represent for you the opening of Mc Donald in Indonesia in 1990? 

There are many kinds of franchise fast-food in style of America in Indonesia. I think that  the opening of Mc Donald in 

early 1990’s it’s a test case in this fast food chain can be success in Indonesia. Moreover, many people in Indonesia 

loves even are being proud only to be able to eat in this restaurant, which is as pride as if they go to KFC, A&W, Texas 

FC, Pizza Hut, and Starbuck Coffee compared by food in local restaurant with no brand. If I’d like to criticize it that may 

be it’s caused by post-colonial minded of Indonesians that something coming from West is always better than their 

own country. 



 

9 .Why you choose to mix together Indonesia brands (that we cannot recognize) and the West 

brands? 

I mix between local brand and Europe or America brands, actually I want to show about how we now exist inside of 

globalization turbulence. The local seems like want to become global but the global wants to penetrate the local. At 

this time,wherever humankind lives, more or less have a similar manner way of living, table manner, costumes, 

happiness even product selection and the brand.  All brands of the consumption product are one language with a self 

interpellation “hey, that’s me eat me!” then I don’t want to leveling the local one or the global one, the high class and 

lower class. Even if you don’t recognize a brand, where it comes from, you will keep greeted “hey, try me, you will 

know me…J” 

 

10. ln the Indonesian school ,  Engl ish is  not teached. Why? Are you refus ing the g lobal izat ion? 

Hahhaha, there is no refusal about globalization. Globalization is an era of certainty, there is no place in every country 

land that is not touched by globalization especially Indonesia, that is a bridge of Asia to Australia and it has been 

tourism destination country. Nowadays English exists in schools from elementary to college.  

 

11.Why you use the emoticons ins ide your paint ings? Which is  the sense? 

I would like thank to Harvey Ball, the author of smiley face emoticon that people freely use it without copyright, but 

that’s not my reason to attach symbols in my works. Emoticon for me is a strong language to say about happiness 

which is artificial, even forcing happiness, something paradox in our contemporary life now. Seeing smiley face imoticon 

reminds us with the kindness of stewardess in a flight, bank teller, or shopkeeper and restaurant whom always smiling, 

because In fact the point is with other words “we smile because you bring money for us” 

 

12. Which is  the message you would l ike to g ive to v is i tors with the piece t i t led "The Same 

Creat ion"? 

This work is a parody of our life, I want to borrow Michelangelo’s masterpiece to make a paradox narration about our 

history as humankind, where we come from and anything that we have done and we get. We also imagine if Adam has 

been made together with goods for his daily needs in the Earth as well as the goods that we consume right now. 

There about what he would do. Does he have a choice? as well as we still have choice when all of type and brand has 

given. 

 

13.Do you feel  iso late in Indonesia? Did you ever th ink about l iv ing in another c i ty? 

Living in anywhere in this era does not make me feel isolated. I often move from one to another place in Indonesia, 4 

years in Jakarta, 2 years in Bandung then 7 years in Yogyakarta. For me,the meaning of city and village is as a human 

relation, fills with people and their characteristics and also their problems in it. Yes, I have ever imagined to be living in 

city, like New York, Paris or London. But that’s all seem like gambling so I can be more famous or I can be nothing. It is 

better for me to be living in small city like Yogyakarta, able to read contemporary society  phenomenon in distance and 

criticizing. 



 

14.Who are the art masters you looking to f ind your inspirat ion? 

My favorite art masters are Andy Warhol, Basquiat and absolutely Banksy. For me, Warhol has opened the most 

extreme’s interaction of canal between arts that involved inside itself with boisterousness outside. Basquiat is a figure 

whom rethinks some arts paradigm, what is a superior art? What kind of art they called junk? And Banksy, this artist 

inspires me about how to be an artist must be brave to work with risks and make a work fearless, whenever and 

wherever. 

 

15.How is cons ider ing your work in your country? 

The constellation of contemporary art world in Indonesia is accommodate the arts enough in this kinds of urban art, 

the frequency of young artist works is also appear in commercial gallery in Jakarta and other cities in Indonesia. But in 

my opinion, appreciation towards my works in Indonesia fine arts is only complement, in other words, if there is exist 

they called it as “Contemporary Art Now”, but in matter of marketing and collection, the art-lovers or collectors have 

unwilling to collect it, I don’t know, perhaps that’s just about personal taste, or probably they did not understand what’s 

this kind of art?  

 

16.Could you te l l  me what you wi l l  advice to a young who wants to become an art ist ?  

I just want to explain clearly towards young people who want to be an artist that they have to keep a rebellion act, 

unsatisfied, wander around, even anarchism to create a mighty power in creating art works. Technical ability merely is 

not enough. I believe that there are three energies of arts such as artistic, anarchies and attitude. So remember with 

the wise words “what is the meaning of a beautiful forehead if there is no brain in the back” 

 

17.How did you f ind Mi lano? Do you l ike i t ?  Why? 

When I arrived in Milan, except for the temperature, I’m not really surprise with the condition of big city; I think it’s 

same as in Jakarta, the busy of vehicles, people in a rush or the noisy of people who was shopping. However, I always 

enjoy people’s different behavior, and also imagine what they were thinking. Sometimes I feel there is a paradox of life 

between real worlds, artificial even absurdities of people in cities. I like Milan because it is a city of juxtapose between 

classics and modern, religious and secular or cathedral and malls. Seems like there is a historical ironic about how can it 

be a town that built with many symbols of achievement’s religion/ revolution’s spirituals that become a secular town 

which is involved with world affairs and materialistic becoming more important than relationship between human and 

their God.  

 

18.Do you have another job bes ide been an art ist ?  

Nothing, my job is just artist, both in studio or in street. 

 

20.Who is the scream carachter in "Noam, Screaming is  not Enough"? What do you want to mean 

with th is work? 



The character of screaming face is a self portrait of Noam Galai, an Israeli young man, 26 years old creaming is become 

very famous in the world, downloaded by people from Flickr without known by him. Images that appeared as a rock 

concert poster in Chile had been graffitied larger than life onto walls and sidewalks in Rome, Utrecht and London to 

some cities in Asia. For me, this image is like saying a very strong language about disappointment, anger and ambition, 

very very emotional. 

In the global capitalism world is celebrated through ads industry and global branding creations.This kind of celebration 

is only an inch away from consomer’s hysteria.I would like to represent about that within the icon of Noam’s screaming 

face.I think  comparing with symbols or icons of consumerism’s popular culture or global capitalism, then the elements 

were  put together by themselves as a narrative about 

psychoanalysis of modern society that is still alive in this “contemporary” era. Hmmm, I don’t know what can we use to 

name this era. 


